Abstract: Many studies of anisotropic wetting surfaces with directional structures inspired from rice leaves, bamboo leaves, and butterfly wings have been carried out because of their unique liquid shape control and transportation. In this study, a precision mechanical cutting process, ultra-precision machining using a single crystal diamond tool, was used to fabricate a mold with microscale directional patterns of triangular cross-sectional shape for good moldability, and the patterns were duplicated on a flat thermoplastic polymer plate by compression molding for the mass production of an anisotropic wetting polymer surface. Anisotropic wetting was observed only with microscale patterns, but the sliding of water could not be achieved because of the pinning effect of the micro-structure. Therefore, an additional dip coating process with 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecythricholosilanes, and TiO 2 nanoparticles was applied for a small sliding angle with nanoscale patterns and a low surface energy. The anisotropic superhydrophobic surface was fabricated and the surface morphology and anisotropic wetting behaviors were investigated. The suggested fabrication method can be used to mass produce an anisotropic superhydrophobic polymer surface, demonstrating the feasibility of liquid shape control and transportation.
Introduction
A superhydrophobic surface is defined as having a water droplet apparent contact angle above 150 • and a sliding angle (SA) of less than 10 • [1] [2] [3] . Superhydrophobic surfaces have unique characteristics, such as self-cleaning, anti-icing, anti-bio-adhesion, oil-water separation, water collection, drag reduction, and liquid droplet control. Superhydrophobic surfaces have been observed in nature including lotus leaves, tulip poplar leaves, rice leaves, and butterfly wings [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Among them, lotus leaves are typical isotropic superhydrophobic surfaces which can clean dust on the leaves by easy rolling of water droplets along all directions. Many artificial isotropic superhydrophobic surfaces inspired by nature have been fabricated by making nano or microscale surface patterns and low surface energy material coatings using various different fabrication methods, such as lithography, templating, chemical deposition, laser surface texturing, and nanoparticle coating [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In nature, rice leaves and butterfly wings have special anisotropic wettability and the water droplet can be easily moved along a certain direction, such as the direction parallel to the leaf edge in rice leaves or the radial outward direction of the body's central axis in butterfly wings. This anisotropic superhydrophobic surface is important for liquid transport and liquid interactions on the surface for specific functionality such as self-cleaning of dust on a rice leaf and the prevention of water contact on the butterfly body [1, 13] . This anisotropic wetting property can be realized mainly using structural patterned surfaces with nano or microscale parallel lines or grooves. Surfaces with line or groove patterns show two different wettabilities in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the pattern direction. As a result, the apparent contact angle and SA need to be measured along the two different directions and water droplet distortion using the ratio between the water droplet contact lengths according to two different directions has sometimes been observed. In addition, the contact angle hysteresis and wetting transition on anisotropic superhydrophobic surfaces shows unique behaviors according to the directions, and they are clearly different from the behaviors in isotropic wetting surfaces [14] [15] [16] [17] . The lines or grooves have been fabricated by lithography, embossing, imprinting, laser machining, the formation of wrinkles via mechanical compressing, or other fabrication methods [13, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . For mass production of an anisotropic wetting surface, replication of patterns using a mold seems to be suitable, but many studies have used poly(methyl methacrylate) (PDMS), which has a relatively long curing time and limited reusability of the mold [13, [18] [19] [20] [21] , and molds with an uncontrollable surface roughness and side wall slope by laser machining and wrinkle formation, which does not show a clear pattern shape [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 13] . Additionally, the high surface energy ink pattern printing method can create various anisotropic superhydrophobic surfaces with low cost and large scale production especially 2D paper based applications [29] . However, the fabrication of anisotropic superhydrophobic surfaces on 3D polymer products is not easy with this method. Therefore, thermoplastic polymers for fast replication and precise pattern structures for better control of the anisotropic wettability effect are necessary for the mass production of an anisotropic superhydrophobic surface.
In this study, a precision mechanical cutting process, ultra-precision machining using a single crystal diamond tool, was used to fabricate a mold with microscale parallel groove patterns with a precise triangular shape. The patterns were duplicated on a flat polymer plate by compression molding for mass production of an anisotropic wetting polymer surface. Firstly, anisotropic wetting behavior was observed only with microscale patterns where the apparent contact angle parallel to the microscale pattern direction was higher than 150 • . However, a low SA of the water droplet could not be achieved for water transport because of the pinning effect of the micro-structure. Therefore, additional dip coating with 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecythricholosilanes, and TiO 2 nanoparticles was applied for a small sliding angle of a water droplet by non-directional nanoscale structure formation and low surface energy. As a result, an anisotropic superhydrophobic surface with a small SA was achieved. In addition, the surface morphology and anisotropic wetting behaviors were investigated with/without dip coating.
Materials and Methods
The groove patterns of the mold were designed with a microscale triangular cross-sectional shape for good moldability. In order to achieve precise pattern machining, an ultra-precision machining system (UVM-450C, Toshiba Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was used for the fabrication of the groove patterns on an electroplated copper mold with three different depths of 10, 20, and 30 µm and three different pitches of 20, 40, and 60 µm, respectively, as shown in Figure 1 . The single crystal diamond tool has a 90 • angle and the pitch was double the depth. The machining conditions are summarized in Table 1 . After the fabrication of the groove patterns, the mold was cleaned with ethanol using an ultrasonic cleaner for 2 min. Then, the fabricated mold with microscale groove patterns was used for compression molding and pattern replication. For compression molding, a heating press (DIP-25J, Dae Heung Science Co. Ltd., Incheon, Korea) was used with a process pressure of 1 MPa and a process temperature of 180 • C for 5 min. A polypropylene (PP) plate (Quadrant Polypenco Co. Ltd., Cheonan, Korea) with a 5 mm thickness was used as the substrate material. After fabrication of the polymer surface with microscale groove patterns, the apparent contact angle and SA of five samples were evaluated utilizing a contact angle meter (SmartDrop, Femtofab Co. Ltd., Seongnam, Korea) using deionized water droplets with a volume of 10 µL and a tilting speed of 1.6 • /s for the SA. The surface morphology was observed using a confocal microscope (VK-X200 series, Keyence, Osaka, Japan) and a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-7600F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). In order to provide a low surface energy on a polymer surface with nanoscale structures, the polymer surface with microscale groove patterns was coated by dip coating with silanization using ethanol, silane (1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane), and the commercially-available anatase TiO 2 nanoparticles (5430MR, Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials Inc., Houston, TX, USA) with average particle size of 15 nm and the 99% purity at a mass ratio of 99:0.5:0.5 wt %, respectively [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The sample preparation procedures are summarized in Figure 2 .
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Results

Surface Morphology
The surface morphology of the mold fabricated by ultra-precision machining using a single crystal diamond tool was observed using a confocal microscope, as shown in Figure 3 . Clear triangular grooves with three different depths of 10, 20, and 30 μm were obtained based on the design of the groove patterns. The surface morphology of the replicated PP surface also showed clear triangular grooves, as shown in Figure 4 , and the measured average depths of five grooves were 10.6, 19.9, and 29.2 μm. Compression molding could successfully replicate the microscale structure. In addition, the surface roughness was slightly increased after dip coating, as shown in Figure 5 . In order to evaluate the results of nanoparticle dip coating, the surface morphologies before and after tilting speed of 1.6°/s for the SA. The surface morphology was observed using a confocal microscope (VK-X200 series, Keyence, Osaka, Japan) and a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-7600F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). In order to provide a low surface energy on a polymer surface with nanoscale structures, the polymer surface with microscale groove patterns was coated by dip coating with silanization using ethanol, silane (1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane), and the commercially-available anatase TiO2 nanoparticles (5430MR, Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials Inc., Houston, TX, USA) with average particle size of 15 nm and the 99% purity at a mass ratio of 99:0.5:0.5 wt %, respectively [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The sample preparation procedures are summarized in Figure 2 . 
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The surface morphology of the mold fabricated by ultra-precision machining using a single crystal diamond tool was observed using a confocal microscope, as shown in Figure 3 . Clear triangular grooves with three different depths of 10, 20, and 30 μm were obtained based on the design of the groove patterns. The surface morphology of the replicated PP surface also showed clear triangular grooves, as shown in Figure 4 , and the measured average depths of five grooves were 10.6, 19.9, and 29.2 μm. Compression molding could successfully replicate the microscale structure. In addition, the surface roughness was slightly increased after dip coating, as shown in Figure 5 . In order to evaluate the results of nanoparticle dip coating, the surface morphologies before and after 
Results
Surface Morphology
The surface morphology of the mold fabricated by ultra-precision machining using a single crystal diamond tool was observed using a confocal microscope, as shown in Figure 3 . Clear triangular grooves with three different depths of 10, 20, and 30 µm were obtained based on the design of the groove patterns. The surface morphology of the replicated PP surface also showed clear triangular grooves, as shown in Figure 4 , and the measured average depths of five grooves were 10.6, 19.9, and 29.2 µm. Compression molding could successfully replicate the microscale structure. In addition, the surface roughness was slightly increased after dip coating, as shown in Figure 5 . In order to evaluate the results of nanoparticle dip coating, the surface morphologies before and after dip coating were compared using SEM, as shown in Figure 6 . After dip coating, the agglomerated TiO 2 nanoparticles were randomly distributed on the mold surface.
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Wettability
The wettability of the groove pattern surface has anisotropic behaviors and as a result, the apparent contact angle values in the directions parallel to the groove patterns (θ║) and the direction perpendicular to the groove patterns (θ┴) were measured. The groove pattern surface without coating showed clear anisotropic wettability. The apparent contact angle on the flat PP surface without any groove patterns was 96° (hydrophobic) and all apparent contact angle values on the microscale groove pattern surface without coating were higher than the apparent contact angle value on the flat PP surface because of the increased roughness factor due to microscale grooves or air trapping in the grooves. Both apparent contact angles in the two different directions decreased as the groove depth increased and the apparent contact angle difference between the two different directions (Δθ) increased as the groove depth increased, as shown in Figure 7 . However, the sliding angles of the samples without coating could not be measured and the water droplet could not be moved even with a large tilting angle, even though the θ║ value with a groove depth of 10 μm was higher than 150° due to the strong pinning effect of microscale structures [24, 36, 37] . 
The wettability of the groove pattern surface has anisotropic behaviors and as a result, the apparent contact angle values in the directions parallel to the groove patterns (θ || ) and the direction perpendicular to the groove patterns (θ ⊥ ) were measured. The groove pattern surface without coating showed clear anisotropic wettability. The apparent contact angle on the flat PP surface without any groove patterns was 96 • (hydrophobic) and all apparent contact angle values on the microscale groove pattern surface without coating were higher than the apparent contact angle value on the flat PP surface because of the increased roughness factor due to microscale grooves or air trapping in the grooves. Both apparent contact angles in the two different directions decreased as the groove depth increased and the apparent contact angle difference between the two different directions (∆θ) increased as the groove depth increased, as shown in Figure 7 . However, the sliding angles of the samples without coating could not be measured and the water droplet could not be moved even with a large tilting angle, even though the θ || value with a groove depth of 10 µm was higher than 150 • due to the strong pinning effect of microscale structures [24, 36, 37] . 
The wettability of the groove pattern surface has anisotropic behaviors and as a result, the apparent contact angle values in the directions parallel to the groove patterns (θ ║ ) and the direction perpendicular to the groove patterns (θ ┴ ) were measured. The groove pattern surface without coating showed clear anisotropic wettability. The apparent contact angle on the flat PP surface without any groove patterns was 96° (hydrophobic) and all apparent contact angle values on the microscale groove pattern surface without coating were higher than the apparent contact angle value on the flat PP surface because of the increased roughness factor due to microscale grooves or air trapping in the grooves. Both apparent contact angles in the two different directions decreased as the groove depth increased and the apparent contact angle difference between the two different directions (Δθ) increased as the groove depth increased, as shown in Figure 7 . However, the sliding angles of the samples without coating could not be measured and the water droplet could not be moved even with a large tilting angle, even though the θ ║ value with a groove depth of 10 μm was higher than 150° due to the strong pinning effect of microscale structures [24, 36, 37] . After coating, the apparent contact angles in both directions were higher than 150 • and the apparent contact angles did not show any clear differences. In addition, the θ || was slightly larger than θ ⊥ with all of the different groove pattern surfaces, so that ∆θ became very small (<5 • ), as shown in Figure 8 . The reasons for these results are the low surface energy and the additional nanoscale structures due to dip coating. The coated surface on the flat PP plate had an apparent contact angle of 137 • , which is much larger than the contact angle on the flat surface without coating (96 • ).
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After coating, the apparent contact angles in both directions were higher than 150° and the apparent contact angles did not show any clear differences. In addition, the θ║ was slightly larger than θ┴ with all of the different groove pattern surfaces, so that Δθ became very small (<5°), as shown in Figure 8 . The reasons for these results are the low surface energy and the additional nanoscale structures due to dip coating. The coated surface on the flat PP plate had an apparent contact angle of 137°, which is much larger than the contact angle on the flat surface without coating (96°). After coating, all apparent contact angles were higher than 150° and Δθ was very small, demonstrating that the anisotropic wetting behavior became small. However, the SAs on the groove pattern surface with a coating showed clear anisotropic behaviors, as shown in Figure 9 . The sliding angle in the parallel direction of the grove pattern (SA║) is smaller than the sliding angle in the perpendicular direction of the grove pattern (SA┴). Anisotropic small sliding could be clearly observed on the groove pattern surfaces with a 20 μm depth after coating (Video S1). Still, the microscale groove patterns affected the SAs even after coating and they resulted in anisotropic SAs. The water droplet could move along the microscale groove patterns more easily because of the lower SA║. This phenomenon is comparable to rice leaves [1, 13] . After coating, all apparent contact angles were higher than 150 • and ∆θ was very small, demonstrating that the anisotropic wetting behavior became small. However, the SAs on the groove pattern surface with a coating showed clear anisotropic behaviors, as shown in Figure 9 . The sliding angle in the parallel direction of the grove pattern (SA || ) is smaller than the sliding angle in the perpendicular direction of the grove pattern (SA ⊥ ). Anisotropic small sliding could be clearly observed on the groove pattern surfaces with a 20 µm depth after coating (Video S1). Still, the microscale groove patterns affected the SAs even after coating and they resulted in anisotropic SAs. The water droplet could move along the microscale groove patterns more easily because of the lower SA || . This phenomenon is comparable to rice leaves [1, 13] . After coating, the apparent contact angles in both directions were higher than 150° and the apparent contact angles did not show any clear differences. In addition, the θ║ was slightly larger than θ┴ with all of the different groove pattern surfaces, so that Δθ became very small (<5°), as shown in Figure 8 . The reasons for these results are the low surface energy and the additional nanoscale structures due to dip coating. The coated surface on the flat PP plate had an apparent contact angle of 137°, which is much larger than the contact angle on the flat surface without coating (96°). After coating, all apparent contact angles were higher than 150° and Δθ was very small, demonstrating that the anisotropic wetting behavior became small. However, the SAs on the groove pattern surface with a coating showed clear anisotropic behaviors, as shown in Figure 9 . The sliding angle in the parallel direction of the grove pattern (SA║) is smaller than the sliding angle in the perpendicular direction of the grove pattern (SA┴). Anisotropic small sliding could be clearly observed on the groove pattern surfaces with a 20 μm depth after coating (Video S1). Still, the microscale groove patterns affected the SAs even after coating and they resulted in anisotropic SAs. The water droplet could move along the microscale groove patterns more easily because of the lower SA║. This phenomenon is comparable to rice leaves [1, 13] . The apparent contact angle and SA results on the groove patterns surfaces with/without coating are summarized in Figure 10 . The error bars indicate the minimum and maximum values among five different samples. The anisotropic behavior of the apparent contact angle without coating depends on the microscale groove pattern depth, whereas anisotropic behavior of the apparent contact angle with coating was not clearly observed. After coating, the anisotropic behavior of the SA could be observed regardless of the groove pattern depth and the groove pattern surface with a 20 µm depth showed the lowest SAs. The apparent contact angle and SA results on the groove patterns surfaces with/without coating are summarized in Figure 10 . The error bars indicate the minimum and maximum values among five different samples. The anisotropic behavior of the apparent contact angle without coating depends on the microscale groove pattern depth, whereas anisotropic behavior of the apparent contact angle with coating was not clearly observed. After coating, the anisotropic behavior of the SA could be observed regardless of the groove pattern depth and the groove pattern surface with a 20 μm depth showed the lowest SAs. The stability of the superhydrophobic coating is a very important issue. In order to evaluate the coating stability, the samples with the groove pattern surfaces with dip coating were stored in the ambient air for one year, and the apparent contact angle and sliding angle on the dip-coated samples were re-measured. Three samples for each pattern depth were used and the apparent contact angle and the sliding angle were measured three times for each sample. Figure 11 shows the result and the error bars indicate the maximum and minimum values. The apparent contact angle and the sliding angles did not show any clear changes, and this result confirmed the stability of the coating. The stability of the superhydrophobic coating is a very important issue. In order to evaluate the coating stability, the samples with the groove pattern surfaces with dip coating were stored in the ambient air for one year, and the apparent contact angle and sliding angle on the dip-coated samples were re-measured. Three samples for each pattern depth were used and the apparent contact angle and the sliding angle were measured three times for each sample. Figure 11 shows the result and the error bars indicate the maximum and minimum values. The apparent contact angle and the sliding angles did not show any clear changes, and this result confirmed the stability of the coating. The apparent contact angle and SA results on the groove patterns surfaces with/without coating are summarized in Figure 10 . The error bars indicate the minimum and maximum values among five different samples. The anisotropic behavior of the apparent contact angle without coating depends on the microscale groove pattern depth, whereas anisotropic behavior of the apparent contact angle with coating was not clearly observed. After coating, the anisotropic behavior of the SA could be observed regardless of the groove pattern depth and the groove pattern surface with a 20 μm depth showed the lowest SAs. The stability of the superhydrophobic coating is a very important issue. In order to evaluate the coating stability, the samples with the groove pattern surfaces with dip coating were stored in the ambient air for one year, and the apparent contact angle and sliding angle on the dip-coated samples were re-measured. Three samples for each pattern depth were used and the apparent contact angle and the sliding angle were measured three times for each sample. Figure 11 shows the result and the error bars indicate the maximum and minimum values. The apparent contact angle and the sliding angles did not show any clear changes, and this result confirmed the stability of the coating. Contact angle hysteresis on the groove pattern surfaces with coating was evaluated using the tilting method with water droplet of 10 µL and tilting speed of 1.6 • /s by the contact angle meter. The hysteresis was measured five times with one sample for each groove depth and the average values were summarized in the Table 2 . As expected, the contact angle hysteresis on the direction parallel to groove patterns was smaller than the contact angle hysteresis on the direction perpendicular to groove patterns like the sliding angles. The contact angle hysteresis of the sample with 20 µm groove depth was the lowest. The differences of the receding and advancing contact angles between parallel and perpendicular directions showed less than 8 • . It was reported that the receding contact angle and the advancing contact angle appeared isotropic with a small solid fraction on the superhydrophobic stripes and the cosine values of receding and advancing contact angle were in the region of less than 0.2 of solid fraction from the research of Dubov et al. [14] . The hysteresis results were in good agreement with the findings of Dubov et al. However, the geometry of patterns in this research was different from superhydrophobic strips, so the effect of geometry should be studied in the future work. 
Discussion
Isotropic wetting behaviors can be simply explained by two wetting models which were developed by Wenzel in 1936 [38] and Cassie-Baxter in 1944 [39] . The Wenzel model is used to describe the contact angle in a non-composite or full wetting state and the Cassie-Baxter model is used to describe the contact angle in a composite or partial wetting state. However, recent studies have found that Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models are not suitable for predicting the contact angle on an anisotropic surface because of the pinning effect of surface patterns [24, 36, 37] . In addition, a water droplet on a micro-structured surface exhibits both the non-composite and composite states at the same time due to the microscale surface pattern orientation [24, 40, 41] . In this research, anisotropic wetting behaviors with microscale groove patterns without coating were clearly observed and the contact angle predicted by the Wenzel model is much smaller than the measured apparent contact angle. The ∆θ value increased as the pitch and depth increased, and these results are comparable to the results of other studies [24, 37] .
After coating, the surface roughness increased due to newly-formed nano-structures, both θ || and θ ⊥ increased, ∆θ decreased, and anisotropic sliding of a water droplet was achieved. These trends are in good agreement with the findings of Lee et al. and can be explained based on the surface roughness and surface free energy. A large contact angle hysteresis pins water droplets on the surface at a low surface roughness of a nanostructure, whereas a small anisotropic contact angle hysteresis generates directional movement of the water droplet, as observed on a rice leaf, and a water droplet on the surface with patterns tends to slide more easily along the direction parallel to the patterns due to the lower energy barrier for wetting [20] . In this research, the apparent contact angle on the flat surface with coating was 137 • , which is much larger than the apparent contact angle (98 • ) on the flat surface without coating due to the low surface free energy by silanization and increased nanoscale surface roughness resulting from the TiO 2 nanoparticle coating.
After coating, the PP surface with microscale groove patterns showed apparent contact angles higher than 150 • . The water droplet with small volumes could not be dispensed properly. The adhesion force from the nozzle of the water dispenser was stronger than the force from the coated and patterned PP surface with a small water droplet volume. The water droplet with an 8 µL volume could not be dispensed on the patterned surface with coating even though the water droplet was squeezed by the nozzle, as shown in Figure 12a (Video S2). In addition, a water droplet was dropped from about a 3 cm height and bouncing of the water droplet on the 3 • -tilted coated sample was observed without water droplet adhesion, as shown in Figure 12b (Video S3). Thus, the surfaces prepared by means of the method (compression molding and dip coating) discussed herein demonstrated simple sample preparation and good anisotropic superhydrophobic performances with a low SA. The results suggest that they could be applied favorably in various potential applications, including control of water adhesion and transfer of water droplets with mass production of an anisotropic superhydrophobic surface.
Coatings 2017, 7, 194 9 of 12 from about a 3 cm height and bouncing of the water droplet on the 3°-tilted coated sample was observed without water droplet adhesion, as shown in Figure 12b (Video S3). Thus, the surfaces prepared by means of the method (compression molding and dip coating) discussed herein demonstrated simple sample preparation and good anisotropic superhydrophobic performances with a low SA. The results suggest that they could be applied favorably in various potential applications, including control of water adhesion and transfer of water droplets with mass production of an anisotropic superhydrophobic surface. The well-known superhydrophobic lotus leaves can be either hydrophobic or hydrophilic by water condensation on their surfaces [42] . In order to check the surface performance with condensed water, water condensation testing was carried out with the dip-coated sample with the 20 μm groove pattern depth three times. Water was condensed on the samples above a beaker of boiling water for 10 min. The condensed water remained on the samples even with 90° tilting. The condensed water droplets showed hydrophobic (not superhydrophobic) and they did not roll off the surface with tilting. This phenomenon was found from lotus leaves and the reason was that water droplets formed from the vapor phase can be trapped in the nanoscale structures on the surface, and the trapped water drops can remain trapped as they grow or become merged with larger drops [42] . Just after the condensed water droplets were blown by air without any additional drying or a long period of time, the apparent contact angles and sliding angles with the three dip-coated samples with a 20 μm groove pattern depth showed average apparent contact angles of 161° (θ ║ ) and 163° (θ ┴ ) and average sliding angles of 9° (SA ║ ) and 13° (SA ┴ ), the results were similar to the results before water condensation test. This result indicates that the condensed water can be trapped and showed sticky behavior by formation of water droplet in the nanoscale structures, but the superhydrophobicity can be easily recovered by removing the condensed water.
One of important issues in superhydrophobicity is the wetting transition from the Cassie-Baxter state to the Wenzel state according to time and an external pressure [43, 44] . When the wetting state on the superhydrophobic surface is not stable, the remarkable contact angle change can be observed according to time and an external pressure. In Figure 12a (Video S2), the external pressure was applied to the water droplet by the nozzle, and it did not show a wetting transition. In addition, the apparent contact angle change was observed for 20 min. Every 5 min the apparent contact angle was measured, and the apparent contact angle was slightly decreased. However, there was no remarkable contact angle change or the transition of wetting state. The slightly decreased apparent contact angle can be explained with the evaporation of water droplet and the receding contact angle from contact angle hysteresis. As shown in Figure 13 , the volume of water droplet and the contact angles were slightly decreased according to time, but clear wetting transition could not be observed. The well-known superhydrophobic lotus leaves can be either hydrophobic or hydrophilic by water condensation on their surfaces [42] . In order to check the surface performance with condensed water, water condensation testing was carried out with the dip-coated sample with the 20 µm groove pattern depth three times. Water was condensed on the samples above a beaker of boiling water for 10 min. The condensed water remained on the samples even with 90 • tilting. The condensed water droplets showed hydrophobic (not superhydrophobic) and they did not roll off the surface with tilting. This phenomenon was found from lotus leaves and the reason was that water droplets formed from the vapor phase can be trapped in the nanoscale structures on the surface, and the trapped water drops can remain trapped as they grow or become merged with larger drops [42] . Just after the condensed water droplets were blown by air without any additional drying or a long period of time, the apparent contact angles and sliding angles with the three dip-coated samples with a 20 µm groove pattern depth showed average apparent contact angles of 161 • (θ || ) and 163 • (θ ⊥ ) and average sliding angles of 9 • (SA || ) and 13 • (SA ⊥ ), the results were similar to the results before water condensation test. This result indicates that the condensed water can be trapped and showed sticky behavior by formation of water droplet in the nanoscale structures, but the superhydrophobicity can be easily recovered by removing the condensed water.
One of important issues in superhydrophobicity is the wetting transition from the Cassie-Baxter state to the Wenzel state according to time and an external pressure [43, 44] . When the wetting state on the superhydrophobic surface is not stable, the remarkable contact angle change can be observed according to time and an external pressure. In Figure 12a (Video S2), the external pressure was applied to the water droplet by the nozzle, and it did not show a wetting transition. In addition, the apparent contact angle change was observed for 20 min. Every 5 min the apparent contact angle was measured, and the apparent contact angle was slightly decreased. However, there was no remarkable contact angle change or the transition of wetting state. The slightly decreased apparent contact angle can be explained with the evaporation of water droplet and the receding contact angle from contact angle hysteresis. As shown in Figure 13 , the volume of water droplet and the contact angles were slightly decreased according to time, but clear wetting transition could not be observed. 
Conclusions
In this study, ultra-precision machining using a single crystal diamond tool was used to fabricate a mold with microscale directional groove patterns of triangular cross-sectional shape for good moldability and the patterns were duplicated on a flat thermoplastic polymer plate by compression molding for mass production of an anisotropic wetting polymer surface. Anisotropic apparent contact angles were observed only with microscale patterns, but sliding of water could not be achieved because of the pinning effect of the micro-structure. Therefore, an additional dip coating process with 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecythricholosilanes, and TiO2 nanoparticles was applied for a small sliding angle with nanoscale pattern and low surface energy. The anisotropic superhydrophobic surface was successfully fabricated where the resulting apparent contact angle was above 150° and the SA ║ was smaller than 10°. The suggested fabrication method can be used to mass produce an anisotropic superhydrophobic polymer surface, demonstrating the feasibility of anisotropic liquid shape control and liquid transportation. 
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Conclusions
In this study, ultra-precision machining using a single crystal diamond tool was used to fabricate a mold with microscale directional groove patterns of triangular cross-sectional shape for good moldability and the patterns were duplicated on a flat thermoplastic polymer plate by compression molding for mass production of an anisotropic wetting polymer surface. Anisotropic apparent contact angles were observed only with microscale patterns, but sliding of water could not be achieved because of the pinning effect of the micro-structure. Therefore, an additional dip coating process with 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecythricholosilanes, and TiO 2 nanoparticles was applied for a small sliding angle with nanoscale pattern and low surface energy. The anisotropic superhydrophobic surface was successfully fabricated where the resulting apparent contact angle was above 150 • and the SA || was smaller than 10 • . The suggested fabrication method can be used to mass produce an anisotropic superhydrophobic polymer surface, demonstrating the feasibility of anisotropic liquid shape control and liquid transportation.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/7/11/194/s1, Video S1: Demonstration of the different sliding angles of a coated sample with 20 µm depth groove patterns from two different directions; Video S2: Demonstration of a water droplet (8 µL) touching a coated sample with 20 µm depth groove patterns; Video S3: Demonstration of water droplet bouncing dropped from about a 3 cm height onto a 3 • -tilted coated sample with 20 µm depth groove patterns.
